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Photo Pos Pro – is a professional image editor with the possibility of free use. 
 The focus of the program is mainly aimed at processing raster graphic files, in particular 
photos. The numerous functions of Photo Pos Pro allow you to manage layers, apply masks and 
filters, as well as apply various graphic effects. To work with text, the editor contains an expanded 
set of features that make it possible for the user to add realistic volume to his headings, add 
shadows, reflections and even draw complex shapes and images with letters and numbers. 
The program helps to remove unwanted elements that somehow came into view of the lens. 
It can be advertising banners, various industrial buildings and structures, strangers and so on. 
Similarly, the user can change the background image to a more preferred one.[2] 
Unsuccessful frames can also be improved by using the tools provided by Photo Pos Pro. 
Removing the red-eye effect, as well as various options for balance and color correction, will allow 
the user's photos to return to normal, make them warmer or colder, “pull up” the histogram, increase 
sharpness and saturation. 
Advanced graphic effects in Photo Pos Pro are represented by deformations, projections, 
blurring and smoothing. In addition, the user is able to quickly and easily give the image a peculiar 
effect of painting, moving the few sliders of the Paint option. 
The program interface resembles other similar image editors and, in addition to several color 
themes, offers the user two options for the appearance of the graphical environment. All toolbars in 
Photo Pos Pro are floating and can be moved outside the main working area, for example, on an 
additional display. 
Advantages of Photo Pos Pro: 
- No need to purchase a program. 
- No need to register an account and provide personal user data. 
- Support for x86 and x64 architectures. 
- - The presence of two interface options. 
- The presence of several themes of color design. 
- The presence of built-in graphic effects. 
- Support for working with layers. 
- Support for multiple image file formats. 
- Having a smart selection tool. 
- Ability to work with text, shapes and forms. 
- The presence of training tips. 
- Disadvantages of Photo Pos Pro: 
- Lack of support for Russian and Ukrainian languages. 
A relatively small number of presets and the practical absence of ready-made templates and 
primitives. 
The lack of a full mechanism for creating your own brushes. 
Pretty weak prepress capabilities. 
Conclusion. The program works fairly quickly and applies various blending effects in a 
matter of seconds even when there is no dedicated video card on the computer. Given the free 
product and the presence of a limited, but still professional functionality, the program can be 
recommended to users for continuous use in a wide range of tasks.[2] 
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